Exciplex fluorescence as a diagnostic probe of structure in coordination polymers of Zn2+ and 4,4'-bipyridine containing intercalated pyrene and enclathrated aromatic solvent guests.
Coordination polymers based on Zn(II)-4,4'-bipyridine (Zn-bipy) frameworks containing pyrene intercalated between adjacent layers and aromatic solvent molecules enclathrated within the framework cavities have been prepared and characterized for the first time. These compounds are highly fluorescent, and show broad, featureless emission spectra significantly red-shifted relative to pyrene monomer fluorescence; this has been assigned to pyrene-bipy exciplex emission. Single-crystal X-ray structural analysis shows that the presence of the aromatic solvent molecule within the cavities has a profound effect on the architecture of these frameworks: in the case of benzene, toluene, p-xylene, and chlorobenzene, the Zn-bipy framework consists of 1-D ladders, whereas in the case of o-dichlorobenzene (the largest solvent guest), the framework was based on a 2-D square grid. This difference in stoichiometry and architecture was also reflected in significant differences in the fluorescence of these coordination polymers, with three of the four compounds with 1-D ladder geometries having similar fluorescence maxima (ca. 520 nm) and lifetimes (ca. 70 ns), whereas the compound with square grid topology had a significantly blue-shifted maximum (ca. 460 nm) and shorter lifetime (ca. 42 ns). It is proposed that exciplexes form upon excitation of ground-state complexes, involving face-to-face bipy/pyrene complexes (pi-pi stacking interactions) in the case of the 1-D ladder structures, but edge-to-face bipy/pyrene and pyrene/o-dichlorobenzene complexes (C-H...pi interactions) in the case of the 2-D square grid structure.